ENTERPRISE AZERBAIJAN: "STARTUP SCHOOL" PROJECT

The "StartUp School" project is created to turn the ideas of more young people into reality and support them along the way through cooperation by the "Enterprise Azerbaijan" portal of the Center for Analysis of Economic Reforms and Communication and the Ozmen Center for Entrepreneurship of the University of Nevada, USA.

GOAL
Supporting startups in the field of business management by providing academic knowledge to instill innovative entrepreneurial spirit and culture in the youth of Azerbaijan

TARGET
Stimulating the growth of small and medium businesses by training innovative young people with modern teaching methods

MISSION
Attracting alternative sources of finance to the country's economy by enabling the projects to enter the Global Startup Ecosystem

Turn your projects into business with us!

The www.enterprizeazerbaijan.gov.az portal, which is operated by the Center for Analysis of Economic Reforms and Communication, was created on September 19, 2018, on the basis of the order of President Ilham Aliyev of the Republic of Azerbaijan “On additional measures to support competitive domestic production in the non-oil sector”. 
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FROM REGISTRATION UNTIL GRADUATION DAY

- FEBRUARY 17: REGISTRATION DAY
- MARCH: TRAINING
- APRIL 19: GRADUATION DAY
- MAY

NUMBER OF PROJECTS: >200
1ST STAGE PARTICIPANTS: 33
1ST STAGE WINNERS: 10
2ND STAGE WINNERS: 3

Turn your projects into business with us!
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GEOGRAPHY OF APPLICATIONS

AZERBAIJAN
TURKIYE
USA
GERMANY
IRELAND
PAKISTAN
KAZAKHSTAN
MAURITANIA
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STATISTICS OF APPLICATIONS

**CATEGORY**

- Other: 41.7%
- Technology: 19.1%
- Education: 16.1%
- Social: 9%
- Health: 14.1%

**AGE**

- 25-45: 27.4%
- 45+: 5.3%
- 15-25: 67.4%

**GENDER**

- Women: 34.2%
- Male: 65.8%

*Turn your projects into business with us!*

The www.enterprisazerbaijan.gov.az portal, which is operated by the Center for Analysis of Economic Reforms and Communication, was created on September 19, 2018, on the basis of the order of President Ilham Aliyev of the Republic of Azerbaijan "On additional measures to support competitive domestic production in the non-oil sector".
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STATISTICS OF SELECTED PROJECTS

STARTUP

- Green Tech: 6.1%
- Other: 30.3%
- Technology: 18.2%
- Education: 9.1%
- FinTech: 9.1%
- Fashion: 6%
- Tourism: 6.1%
- Health: 6%

IDEA

- Green Tech: 4.8%
- Other: 19%
- Technology: 23.8%
- Education: 4.8%
- FinTech: 9.5%
- Game: 9.5%
- Ecology: 4.8%
- Health: 23.8%

Turn your projects into business with us!
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10 INTERNATIONAL MENTORS

- MEHMET SERKAN TOSUN
  USA

- MATANAT MUSAYEVA
  AZERBAIJAN

- PAWEL PIETRASIENSKI
  POLAND

- MATT WESTFIELD
  USA

- KOREN MAOR
  ISRAEL

- MELIKE AKTASH BOZKURT
  TURKIYE

- SERKAN KOC
  TURKIYE

- FARID ISMAILZADE
  USA

- VUGAR RUSTAMLI
  AZERBAIJAN

- PARIS DE L’ETRAZ
  USA
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TRAININGS

60+ hours of ONLINE AND OFFLINE COURSES

Turn your projects into business with us!
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GRADUATION DAY

Funded by the Innovation and Digital Development Agency.
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THE FIRST 3 PLACE WINNERS

1. Social category
2. Education category
3. Social category
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WINNER PROJECTS OF NOMINATIONS

THE BEST IDEA

"EKINCHI" project (Azerbaijan)
Green Tech category

THE MOST CREATIVE

"FIORES GLOBAL" project (Turkiye)
Technology category

PEOPLE CHOICE

"AGROFIEICIENT" project (Azerbaijan)
Green Tech category

THE BEST MARKETING

"UNICLUBS" project (Turkiye)
Education category

FINTECH

"RECEPTA" project (Azerbaijan)
FinTech category
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AWARDS

THE 1ST WINNER

opportunity to participate in I2B training in USA

2 1 3

Inventory support from the State Employment Agency

Opportunity to participate in the acceleration program of SABAH.HUB

Gifts (laptops) by "DIV Academy"

Inventory support from the State Employment Agency to “THE BEST IDEA”

Provision of accelerated support by KOBIA to the application for "Startup Certificate" of THE 10 BEST PROJECTS

Opportunity to get experience at PASHA Bank to the winner of the "FINTECH" NOMINATION
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2 INTERNATIONAL AND 6 LOCAL PARTNERS

University of Nevada, Reno
Ozmen Center for Entrepreneurship
Innovation and Digital Development Agency
PASHA Bank New heights. Together.
Azerbaijan Public Employment Agency
SABAH.HUB
Div Academy #GələcəyYazarlar
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